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Introduction 
The health insurance industry is experiencing a period of disruptive change driven by the consumerism of health care and 
increasing momentum behind Health Care Reform (HCR). Health care payers face intense pressure to implement the provisions 
of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and must meet aggressive timelines to address reform mandates. The ever-increasing 
pressure on profit margins combined with medical loss ratio (MLR) restrictions are forcing payers to focus on reducing costs 
and improving efficiency in all areas of their business. There are several market trends and government regulations that will 
significantly change how health care payers design and distribute products in the years to come. 

C O N S U M E R - D R I V E N  H E A LT H  C A R E
As health care costs continue to surge faster than the overall rate of inflation, consumer-driven health plans (CDHPs) are 
being used by employers in the effort to control their health care expenses. CDHPs typically combine high-deductible health 
insurance with a tax-advantaged account that can be used to pay deductibles. Advocates believe these plan designs will 
encourage cost-conscious behavior among consumers. Critics believe they do little other than shift costs from employers to 
workers. A 2015 survey by the Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) finds continued growth in CDHPs: 15 percent of the 
population was enrolled in a CDHP, up from 11 percent in 2014. 

D E F I N E D  C O N T R I B U T I O N  H E A LT H  C A R E  F U N D I N G
Defined contribution, a common approach to retirement plans, has recently become a more appealing option to employers who provide 
health care coverage. Under a defined contribution approach to health care, employers promise to provide a specific contribution that 
workers can use to purchase the plan of their choice, perhaps among a group of employer-approved options providing a variety of benefit 
designs. Walgreen Co., Sears Holdings and Darden Restaurants, among others, have made the move to a defined-contribution approach.

P R I VAT E  H E A LT H  C A R E  E XC H A N G E S
Private exchanges or marketplaces have emerged as a solution for employers seeking the advantages of a defined contribution approach 
to health care. Private exchanges provide access to a broad array of traditional and voluntary benefits from multiple insurance providers, 
along with education tools and call center support to help workers customize their choices to better fit their needs. The private exchange 
model is also being used to offer Managed Medicaid and Medicare products to retirees of public and private employers. Traditional benefits 
consulting firms, including Mercer, Aon Hewitt and Towers Watson, have entered this emerging market through strategic acquisitions and 
alliances. Accenture projects the number of consumers expected to enroll in private exchanges will reach 40 million by 2018.

F E D E R A L  A N D  S TAT E  M A R K E T P L AC E S
Under the ACA, each state is required to establish a public marketplace that allows consumers to purchase health insurance plans 
offered by private insurers. Part of the marketplace includes a Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP), which allows 
employers with 50 or fewer full-time employees to purchase a plan. Taxpayers with a household income between 100 percent and 
400 percent of federal poverty level are eligible for premium tax credits and cost-sharing reductions for coverage purchased through 
public marketplaces.

The marketplaces offer consumers four standard health plan options from multiple insurance providers and additional lines of 
coverage may be offered (e.g., life, dental, vision and disability). Online education tools and call center support are provided to help 
consumers customize their choices to better fit their needs. States were given the choice to establish a marketplace or have the 
federal government operate the marketplace on their behalf. Twelve states established their own marketplaces while 38 states either 
partnered with or are fully reliant on the federal marketplace, which is operated under the jurisdiction of the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS). The public marketplace enrolled 12.7 million people in the third year of the program, modest growth after 
Year 1 (8 million) and Year 2 (11.7 million).

B U S I N E S S -T O - C O N S U M E R  D I S T R I B U T I O N  S T R AT E GY
To remain competitive during this period of disruptive change, payers will need to invest capital in new product and growth initiatives 
as they transition from a traditional business-to-business (B2B) to a business-to-consumer (B2C) distribution model. Increasing 
member sophistication will require payers and providers to give consumers the same experience they have become accustomed to 
when purchasing other retail products. This includes an intuitive online shopping experience with decision-support tools to compare 
plan options along with electronic notifications and access to benefits plan information via mobile smart phones.

Based on these trends, payers are busy preparing for this opportunity by developing products, designing plans and pricing offerings.  
To succeed under the ACA, payers will need to deliver new products rapidly by creating multiple product variations and plan designs 
that are cost-effectively distributed to businesses and consumers through multiple channels.
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Increasing Compliance Communication Burden 
Plan compliance communication regulations are not new. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) has 
required plan administrators to provide plan participants with a Summary Plan Description (SPD) since 1974.

In 2012, the ACA added a new compliance burden for health care payers. The Departments of HHS, Labor and Treasury 
issued a final rule requiring payers and group health plans to provide a concise and comprehensible Summary of 
Benefits and Coverage (SBC) and Uniform Glossary to current and potential health plan participants for the plan years 
beginning after the fall or 2012 open enrollment season.

The SBC and Uniform Glossary, required under the ACA, are intended to provide 
individuals and group health plan sponsors with a document that “accurately 
describes the benefits and coverage under the applicable plan or coverage,” as 
well as definitions of health insurance terms. In addition, the SBC must include 
“coverage examples” of common benefit scenarios including pregnancy and 
diabetes. Under the SBC requirements, willful failure to comply could result in up to 
a $1,000 fine per plan participant or beneficiary for each failure.

In the first and subsequent years, many payers struggled to deliver accurate SBCs 
to meet the ACA deadline through manual processes or the implementation of 
partially automated “stop-gap” solutions. A major challenge is that the plan data 
required to efficiently and cost-effectively create the SBCs is typically maintained 
in multiple silos, including legacy system databases and unstructured documents. 
Separate non-integrated systems may also be used as the source of the plan 
design data required to create SBCs for different markets such as small, mid-size 
and large accounts.

Creating the SBC pre-sale for employer groups increased complexity, given the 
high level of variations that have to be taken into account for large-market custom 
plans. Populating the standard SBC template is less of a challenge than extracting 
and transforming the required plan design data to efficiently create the document. 
The lack of an automated workflow approval process for the sales team and brokers 
to request compliant SBCs to support the pre-sales and renewal processes can 
impact customer satisfaction and revenue.

Producing ACA-compliant SBCs is costly for health care payers. America’s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP), the national 
trade association representing the health insurance industry, conducted a member survey during the first year and 
compared the results to the HHS-estimated issuer cost to comply with SBCs and the Uniform Glossary. HHS projected 
the true cost to be $73 million for both implementation and ongoing operations to comply with the SBC regulations. 
AHIP members provided a higher estimate projecting that implementation costs would be $188 million with the cost of 
ongoing operations rising to $194 million.

With 2017 open enrollment approaching, many payers are still challenged to replace the “stop-gap” solutions with an 
automated, scalable and cost-effective solution to address the broader plan management challenges, which include 
producing ACA-compliant SBCs. One option is to outsource the process to ensure compliant SBCs to a third party 
such as HighRoads, a SaaS-based solution with the unique combination of benefits domain expertise and proven 
technology to empower payers to streamline and communicate ongoing plan changes easily and efficiently.

The ACA regulations and SBC template continues to change, requiring additional costs to maintain non-scalable 
solutions. In fact, payers and issuers are required to use a new SBC template with associated documents beginning 
on the first day of the first open enrollment period that begins on or after April 1, 2017 with respect to coverage for plan 
years (or, in the individual market, policy years) beginning on or after that date. For payers and issuers that do not use 
an annual open enrollment period, the new SBC template and associated documents would be required beginning on 
the first day of the first plan year (or, in the individual market, policy year) that begins on or after April 1, 2017.

“ It was a long process to 

build the SBC. It took us 

a year and a half to get 

it done. First, you have 

to understand what the 

federal government really 

wants, turn it around, 

automate it, and then 

house the data so that we 

can report with the data.”

 –  STATE PAYER, WHEN ASKED  

ABOUT THE SBC PROCESS
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Increasing Federal and State Data Collection Burden
The Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO), a division of HHS, is charged with helping implement 
many provisions of the ACA. CCIIO oversees the implementation of the provisions related to private health insurance including 
providing oversight for the issuer-based data exchanges that populate the Plan Finder on www.HealthCare.gov. The Health 
Insurance Oversight System (HIOS) allows the government to collect data from individual and small-group market issuers. The 
collected data is aggregated with other data sources and made public on the consumer-facing website, which is refreshed 
periodically and requires the submission of data to multiple systems. New or revised product-level data for the individual/
family market is entered into the HIOS. In addition, new or revised product benefit and eligibility data is collected by the Rate 
and Benefits Information System (RBIS) for the individual market using uploaded Excel templates.

Distributing health plans to consumers and small businesses on the federal and state marketplaces creates a new and costly 
plan data collection burden for payers. HHS and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) require payers to 
complete the Qualified Health Plan (QHP) certification process to offer health plans to consumers on the federally facilitated 
and state-partnership marketplaces. HHS launched HIOS, its system for QHP data collection, near the end of March 2013 
with QHP submissions for federally facilitated marketplaces initially due at the end of April 2013. The deadline was later 
extended until May 2013. This was and still is an aggressive timeline for payers to meet.

There is also variation in the data submission processes for state-based marketplaces. Here are some of the challenges 
facing payers:

 •  Duplicative Data Submissions: Several states are requiring payers to submit QHP data to both HIOS and the state 
system, the System for Electronic Rate and Form Filing (SERFF). In addition, some states require submission of data to 
separate state-developed systems. This will increase administrative costs. 

 •  Reliance on Uploaded Excel Spreadsheets: The data submission process relies heavily on the upload of Excel 
spreadsheets. Direct upload via extensible markup language (XML) was not available in the first year. CMS continues to 
evaluate this option.

Implementing a Product and Plan Source of Truth the Foundation for Success
Implementing a digital source of truth addresses the challenges being faced by payers under Health Care Reform. Plan 
management solutions are now a requirement for payers to cost-effectively and accurately generate and distribute SBCs, 
SPDs, riders, benefits summaries, plan comparison charts, plan certifications, plan recertifications and plan design changes 
to ensure competitiveness and profitability. The diagram below illustrates how HighRoads helps payers implement a 
centralized system of record as a strategic long-term solution.
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Implementing HighRoads is best accomplished using a phased approach focusing on building the foundation first and then 
leveraging the product and plan data to automate additional processes over time.

We recognize that every payer has a unique technology infrastructure and processes, so implementation is tailored to address 
prioritized requirements. Based on our work with payers, here’s a best practices implementation approach:

Step 1: Build the product and plan data in a digital source of truth

Product and plan data is often manually maintained in multiple sources, including legacy system databases, Microsoft Excel, 
and unstructured data sources such as Microsoft Word documents. HighRoads’ cloud technology converts plan data from both 
structured and unstructured sources into normalized plan designs, which are loaded into a digital source of truth. Unstructured 
plan data is extracted and transformed using HighRoads’ technology for pattern matching built over the past 17 years specifically 
for the benefits industry.

Step 2: Use your centralized data for scalable, cost-effective creation of plan compliance and marketing documents

With your plan details normalized in a digital source of truth, it’s easy to repurpose the data in dynamically generated plan 
compliance documents. From Department of Insurance filing documents, to federally required SBCs and SPDs, to plan 
certificates and riders, to marketing documents that summarize benefits, you can quickly and accurately create finished 
documents from your data. Instead of manually touching documents, updates to plan details are made in one place and 
applied to all related documents through HighRoads’ “one-to-many” technology. The system automatically creates a 
complete audit trail of all changes with version and revision control.

Step 3: Shorten your sales and renewals cycle using your centralized data and document generation capabilities

Leverage your centralized data to increase speed to market for new and renewal accounts with real-time generation of 
standard and custom plans. HighRoads’ SaaS-based, self-service capabilities generate real-time standard and custom plans 
with one-click document generation that accelerates the sales process from days to hours. Plan configuration is a component 
of P2 Advance, HighRoads’ enterprise product and plan management solution that provides payers with the ability to 
configure, generate and distribute compliance and marketing documents from a digital source of truth. Your sales and other 
authorized users have:

 • Easy search and selection of sellable plans with user-defined criteria

 • Real-time creation of standard and custom plans within preapproved product ranges

 • Workflow approval routing to request custom plan exceptions with visibility into status of request

 • Desktop printing of SBCs and other plan documents for preapproved and workflow-approved plans

Step 4: Gain transparency and control of business-critical processes

Provide insight to your stakeholders on plan data, documents and business processes with configurable role-based reporting 
and analytics including:

 • Personalized dashboards 

 • Standard graphical reports 

 • Ad hoc reporting 

Step 5: Integrate plan data to constituent systems

Eliminate the errors and effort that result from manual processes to key plan data from disparate sources into disparate 
systems. Use the digital source of truth to generate extracts to populate essential systems including:

 • Your member portal to support plan comparison charts

 • Private and public exchanges
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Step 6: Securely distribute benefits plan documents

Reduce legal and financial exposure by creating a complete audit trail of all compliance document distributions to internal/
external stakeholders and systems including customer accounts, brokers, bulk-print vendors and other resources.

 •  HighRoads’ distribution feature lets you securely send documents, which recipients retrieve in an online drop-box. This 
eliminates issues related to e-mail size and multiple attachments, while providing an audit trail to show proof of receipt.

 •  Automate delivery of plan documents to your member portal and CRM with extracts generated based on “final” 
document status.

Summary
The disruptive change driven by the consumerism of health care and increasing momentum behind HCR requires health care 
payers to meet aggressive timelines to address reform mandates. To remain competitive, payers will need to invest capital 
in new product and growth initiatives as they transition from a traditional B2B to B2C distribution model. Payers will need 
to deliver new products rapidly by creating multiple product variations and plan designs that are cost-effectively distributed 
to businesses and consumers through multiple channels. At the same time, payers will need to reduce costs and improve 
efficiency in all areas of their business to maintain profit margins and comply with MLR restrictions.

Regulatory compliance and data collection requirements will continue to increase and cannot be cost-effectively supported 
when product and plan data resides in multiple silos and is updated through manual processes. Based on the challenges 
experienced during open enrollment, payers must replace the “stop-gap” solutions with an automated, scalable and cost-
effective solution to produce ACA-compliant SBCs. One option is to outsource the process to ensure compliant SBCs to a 
third party such as HighRoads, a SaaS-based solution with proven, patented technology to empower payers to streamline 
ongoing plan changes easily and efficiently.

Progressive payers will gain significant advantages over competitors by implementing a centralized, digital source of truth 
using a phased approach as the foundation for success under HCR.
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